
HORSE PROFILES FOR THE NATIONAL HUNT 2017/18 

UPDATE 3 

REVIEW -  23rd October to 29th October 

24th October - Exeter 

KILBREE KID - does seem better on GTS and faster ground as when racing on soft ground 
record reads - 228PPP.  Also record in races with runners or more now reads: 3P3828P.  Record 
on undulating/very undulating now reads: 833548PP. 


BEARS RAILS - the ground, track and trip were not an issue here but record in Class 3 races 
now reads: 2VPP.  He may also be better after a recent run as record when racing 121 days+ now 
reads: 4P and also does seem to prefer a smaller field as in races with 8 runners or more record 
now reads: 34V7P2.


25th October - Worcester 

TRUCKERS HIGHWAY - the horse before this race had never won over fences when rested 61 
days+: PP now PP1 and had yet to race on good or faster ground all his best runs had come with 
a lot of cut in the ground.  Yes he had won 5 times from 9 runs in this sort of grade but I could 
really could not make a case for him in this race and yes he won at 33/1. If his mark goes up for 
this win he may struggle as when racing off a mark of 121+ record reads: 3R7P


25th October - Sedgefield


APTERIX - the trainer has ran the horse over hurdles the last twice and I wonder if this is to get 
him fully fit to return him to fences.  He would be of interest if returning to the track within the next 
30 days as over fences record reads: 11U1.  Prefers a LH track and particularly one that has 
undulations.


26th October - Carlisle 

CARRIGDHOUN - once again the horse stayed on approaching the last to finish 4th.  He is now 
0 from 17 on soft or heavy ground. There hopefully will be a race on faster ground here for this 
likeable veteran.


NO BUTS - over hurdles here and was going well 2 out and although he stayed on he was 
always held.  This should have put him spot on for his next run over fences, especially as he is yet 
to win in 10 starts when racing 61 days+.


27th October - Cheltenham 

BERTIE BORU - was always in the rear in this race in the end finishing 7th, needs softer ground 
than this and maybe a shorter trip.  Record on good or faster now reads: 0 wins from 11 runs. 
Record in fields of 16 runners+ now reads: 77P07.  When racing at 3m1f+: 65700343PU7


28th October - Cheltenham 

COGRY - I have never been so pleased to see a horse win outside of his profile.  What struck me 
is that he seems a different horse when racing at the front or near the front jumping was much 
better apart from a heart in mouth moment at the last.  If the same tactics are used he will 
certainly win more races this season.  This was his first win in 17 attempts in fields of 12 runners+ 
and his first win on good ground.




PERFECT CANDIDATE - chased leaders but came under pressure and weakened from 2 out.  
Yet to win in 9 attempts in races worth more than 20k and record in fields of 16 runners+ now 
reads: 050P0. Usually needs first run of season and record when racing 61 days+ now reads: 
04272006


POKER SCHOOL - this was a decent run from the horse and looks to be coming back to form 
especially as two factors where not right here. Record in Class 2 and above now reads: 454966 
and has never won in 13 attempts on a LH track.


VANITEUX - has changed stables to DE Pipe and it will be interesting to see if the profile 
changes. One to watch only at the moment.


THEFLYINGPOTRAIT - could never get to the front here and struggle in these larger field races 
(12 runners+: 0632954 and he is now 1 from10 on undulating/very undulating tracks.


EASTLAKE - not a good run but not suprising as record in races worth more than 20k now reads 
1 win from 19 starts. Although he has won on good ground he may now prefer some cut in the 
ground and likely he will pop up at a big price at some point this season.


DOUBLE W’S - the horse never seems to run to his best here and record now reads: 3090.  He 
may be a little high in the handicap as when racing off a mark of 141+: P50.  Record on very 
undulating tracks now reads: 30290.


ITSAFREEBEE - returned in a hurdle race and finished tailed off in 14th. His record in fields of 
12 runners+ reads: PP0.  This 3m trip may also have stretched the stamina as all previous wins 
have been at 2m6f or less, add to that the he does not run well at this track (35P70).  He will be of 
interest in a small field chase race.


28th October - Kelso 

FIRTH OF CLYDE - into the veteran stages and has never won after a break of 121 days+: 
226243.  May also be better with some cut in the ground as record on good ground reads: 024.  
Would like to see him run on a RH track (211)


JET MASTER - another chaser to start his campaign in a hurdle race and at this distance on 
good ground he was outpaced. Has been racing over further in chase races and it will be 
interesting to see if the yard now go back over the larger obstacles.


29th October - Aintree 

ASTRACAD - ran well here to finish third especially as conditions were not ideal.  GTS and 
softer: 2 wins from 24 starts. When racing at 2m5f+ record now reads: 0 wins from 9 starts and in 
fields of 12 runners+: 1 win from 28 starts.


CALL ME VIC - another to run with some credit outside of ideal profile conditions. When racing 
on GTS and softer ground: 1 win from 12 starts. When racing in races worth more than 10k: 2F64. 
When racing 61 days or more after last race: 0 wins from 8 starts. When racing in fields of 12 
runners+: 92F24. When racing in October and November: 864PP.


NO PLANNING - thinking that this might have been the race the stable were planning proved 
wrong and showed that the horse needs to be rested between races. 1 to 15 days: 563U8 and 
also needs a smaller field (16 runners+: 0U58)


ASO - was outpaced on this ground but did keep on under pressure up the straight to finish 5th 
and this augurs well for the future. Good or GTS ground: 0 wins from 9 starts. Usually needs first 
run as record when racing 121days+ reads: 2453.  Seems to be struggling a little off this mark as 
record when racing off 151+ reads: 84345.




ROYAL REGATTA - led to 3 out but weakened badly and was pulled up.  When racing in fields 
of 8 runners+: 1 win from 12 starts.  Seems to be struggling off current mark as when racing off 
151+ record reads: 3P3PP, also may prefer a galloping/average track.


THREE MUSKETEERS - held up in a hurdles race here and did make headway 2 out and 
although he kept on was never going to reach leaders.  This was a decent run as ground may 
have been a little quick (GTS+: 34667U05), also in fields of 8 runners+: 34U73650. May prefer 
tracks with undulations as record on flat tracks now reads: 0 wins from 6 starts (Aintree: 3675)


29th October - Wincanton 

CAULFIELDS VENTURE - was pulled up here and does seem to reserve best for one track, 
Exeter.  When racing at Wincanton: PP and when racing at 3m1/2f+: 4RP853P


GOODTOKNOW - unseated rider early on and difficult to know how he would have run. Record 
when racing 61 days+ now reads: 0 wins from 8 starts and when racing off a mark of 141+: P0U.


NEW ADDITIONS 

GINGILI 7-y-o b m (J Farrelly) 

Running Style - can lead or chase leaders 

Comments - unexposed chaser having only 4th run over fences and he won this race quite nicely, 
not sure that he will like the winter ground as this may well have been soft enough for him. 

Going - Good or faster: 6 wins from 11 starts, GTS: 10P, Soft: 8P1


Track - does go well on a RH track: 5 wins from 9 starts (LH track: 2 wins from 7 starts).  The key 
however may be a track that is undulating or very undulating as record now reads: 11111.  (This 
type of track may keep him interested as trainer described him as a bit of a thinker).  On flat or 
slightly undulating tracks: 3 wins from 12 starts. Goes well on galloping tracks winning 5 from 7 
starts.


Jockey - Noel Fehily: 11P1


DUELLING BANJOS 7-y-o grey m (K C Bailey) 

Running Style - can lead or be in touch 

Comments - ran well here leading to 2 out before keeping on at the one pace.   

Class - yet to win above Class 4 but has placed on many occasions. Class 4 and below: 1131522. 
Class 3 and above: 3F22225.


Days since last run - goes well fresh as when racing 91 days+ record reads: 11F21


Track - may prefer a RH track: 11F322 whilst on a LH track: 2 wins from 9 starts.  The key 
however may be a flat track as record reads: 111 whilst on an undulating track:1 win from 11 
starts.  


ALVARADO 12-y-o Chestnut m (F O’Brien) 

Running Style - usually held up 



Comments - this was a very good run from the veteran and hopefully his trainer will aim him at one 
of the staying races at this track as he travelled and jumped well here. 

The key to the horse is Class 3 and 4 races when racing on a galloping track: 11111153.


SARTORIAL ELEGANCE 6-y-o b m (C L Tizzard) 

Running Style - was usually held up 

Comments - was quite well fancied here but weakened from 3 out and was pulled up. 

Going: Good: 244, GTS: B131, Soft or Heavy: 753P23U7P


Class - yet to win above Class 4 (2 wins from 7 starts). Class 3 and above: U743PP


Days since last run - best when racing 8 to 30 days after last race whilst when racing 31 days+: 
5P44P7.


Track - may prefer a LH track: 2 wins from 8 starts whilst on a LH track: 0 wins from 7 starts. All 
wins have come on tracks that are undulating/very undulating.  All wins have come on average/
tight tracks (2 wins from 7 starts). On galloping tracks 0 wins from 8 starts.


CERNUNNOS 7-y-o b m (T R George) 

Running Style - usually tracks leaders


Comments - was always struggling here but off this sort of mark he has in the past. 

Official Rating - 121 rating+: 0 wins from 13 starts.  120 rating or less: 2 wins from 6 starts


Class - Class 3 and above: 0 wins from14 starts, Class 4 and below: 3U211


Field Size -1 to 7 runners: 2 wins from 8 starts, 8 runners+: 0 wins from 11 starts


Days since last run - both wins have come when racing 31 to 60 days


Track - both wins have come on average or tight tracks.


SOUTHFIELD VIC 8-y-o b m (PF Nicholls) 

Running Style - usually races prominently


Comments - may need to drop down the ratings before winning again 

Official Rating: 141+: 0 wins from 8 starts


Field Size - prefers smaller fields. 1 to 11 runners: 8 wins from 17 starts. 12 runners+: 1 win from 
10 starts.


Time of Year - does best in the spring months: 2113417114


Track - prefers a flat track winning 4 times from 6 starts


COOLOGUE 8-y-o b m (CE Longsdon)


Running Style - can lead or race prominently 

Comments - may prefer smaller fields as record in fields of 16 runners plus is hardly encouraging 



Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 1 to 15 runners, 16 runners+: PPP


Class - Listed races and above: 2P8PP2, Class 2 and below: 3 wins from12 starts


Official Rating - 141+: 0 wins from7 starts


Track - may not be suited to a flat track: PP and has won 2 from 3 starts on tight tracks.


LA PREZIEN  6-y-o b m (P F Nicholls) 

Running Style - usually chases/tracks leaders


Comments - ran very well to finish second here and been so young his profile may develop this 
year at the moment though there are two key facts. 

Going - may prefer some cut in the ground as on soft or heavy: 21112113 whilst on GTY and 
faster: 2P282.


Days since last run - the horse runs well 16 to 30 days after last race: 1121


DOITFORTHEVILLAGE 8-y-o b m (P Henderson) 

Running Style - held up but can lead


Comments - may prefer smaller fields and does have a class barrier 

Prize Money - all wins have come in races worth less than 20k


Field Size - may prefer smaller fields as record when racing with 12 runners+: 0 wins from 7 starts 
(1 to 11 runners: 5 wins from 11 starts)


Track - On tracks that are slightly undulating or undulating record reads: 5 wins from 13 starts. 
Has won 3 from 6 starts on average tracks and 5 from 8 starts on tracks with easy or average 
fences.


THE CLOCK LEARY 9-y-o b m (D McCain Jnr) 

Running Style - likes to front run


Comments - upped in grade here and record in races worth more than 10k is poor. 

Prize Money - 10k+: 0 wins from 9 starts whilst in races worth less than 10k: 5 wins from 15 
starts.


Field Size - may prefer smaller fields. 1 to 11 runners: 5 wins from 20 starts, 12 runners+: 24PP0


Track - Very Undulating: 0P, may prefer tight tracks as record reads: 3 wins from 7 starts.  May be 
best suited to tracks with easy/average fences.


SINGLEFARMPAYMENT 7-y-o b m (TR George)


Running Style - usually held up


Comments - ran another cracking race at this track (Cheltenham) and looks set for a decent 
season.  There is not a lot to go on from a profile point of view but this develop as the season 
progresses. 



Distance - prefers distances at 3m+: 112P221


Days since last run - may prefer racing16 to 60 days after last race: 3 wins from 11 starts, 61 
days+: 4P2326.


GAS LINE BOY 11-y-o b m (Ian Williams) 

Running Style - likes to front run 

Comments - would have won the veterans chase at Aintree as was 7l up coming to the third last 
and still going well within himself when he crumpled on landing and fell. There is one key point to 
his profile. Would be of interest in a similar race with cut in the ground. 

Prize Money - +20k: 3U44PF454384, -20k: P21F1231411437U


Track - LH: 2 wins from 21 starts, RH: 3 wins from 6 starts 


SMAD PLACE 10-y-o grey m (A King) 

Running Style - can track leaders or lead


Comments - has often struggled off big weights and in Grade 1 races.


Class - Grade 1: 0 wins from 14 starts, Grade 2 and below: 9 wins from 17 starts


Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 1 to 15 runners (16 runners+: 02587)


Going - may prefer some cut in the ground as on GTS and softer 8 wins from 23 starts (good 
ground: 1 win from 8 starts)


Weight - when racing off 11-06 or less in chase races: 11211U21


CLOUDY DREAM 7-y-o b m (J M Jefferson) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - a very consistent horse who has never been outside of the first three in its career. 

Track - unbeaten on a RH track: 111, LH track: 4 wins from 12 starts. The horse may prefer a 
track with undulations - Flat track: 2 wins from 6 starts, Slightly undulating/Undulating: 112311, 
Very undulating: 132.

All wins have come on galloping /average tracks.


TEAFORTWO 8-y-o b m (Nick Williams) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - may just have needed this run and I am sure that other targets have been planned. 

Days since last run - 31 days+: 3 wins from 14 starts, 8 to 30 days: 6 wins from 8 starts


Track - may prefer a RH track: 8 wins from 13 runs, LH: 1 win from 9 starts. When racing at Exeter 
or Kempton: 1111114.




MR MIX 6-y-o grey m (P F Nicholls) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - the horse won here and hopefully he will be kept in this class of race on a RH track. 

Prize Money - in races worth 20k+: P05P, whilst in races worth less than 20k: 2133131U1


Field Size - may prefer smaller fields. 1 to 11 runners: 2U133111 and in fields of 12 runners+: 
5P3F0


Track - may prefer a RH track: 3 wins from 6 starts whilst on a LH track: 1 win from 7 starts. May 
prefer flat or slightly undulating tracks: 31121P1 whilst on undulating/very undulating: U35F03.


AZURE FLY 9-y-o brown male (C E Longsdon) 

Running Style - usually races prominently 

Comments - ran with some credit especially with his poor record in fields of 16 runners or more 
and on tracks with undulations. 

Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 15 runners or less (16+: 0 wins from 8 starts)


Going - all wins have come on GTS and faster ground. Soft or heavy: 0 wins from 8 starts


Class - has often struggled in Class 2 and above: P03735005.


Days since last run - does run well fresh (91 days+: 1521121)


Track - may prefer a flat track (6 wins from 12 starts) whilst on undulating/very undulating: 0 wins 
from 14 starts. On tracks with very stiff fences: 0 wins from 7 starts.  The horse does seem best 
away from galloping tracks: 1 win from 18 starts.


SPORTING BOY 9-y-o b m (JFarrelly) 

Running Style - with leaders or can lead 

Comments - finished 8th here and will find easier opportunities than this on a RH track. 

Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 1 to 15 runners (16+: 00P08)


Days since last run - best when racing 1 to 60 days since last race (61 days+: 060P430)


Class - all wins have come in Class 3 and below (Class 2: 80P0)


Track - may prefer a RH track: 6 wins from 18 starts. LH track: 4 wins from 21 starts.  May prefer 
an average or tight track: 7 wins from19 starts. All wins have come on tracks with easy/average 
fences.


WOOD YER 11-y-o chestnut m (NA Twiston-Davies) 

Running Style - leads or can track leaders 

Comments - struggles in races above Class 4 and would be of more interest in races worth less 
than 6k. 

Distance - may prefer distance short of 3m1f (3m1f+: 4PP533F)




Prize Money - 6k or more: 23746P35PF, less than 6k: 7 wins from 9 runs.

Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 11 runners or less (12+: 6FP)


Days since last run - seems best when rested 61 days+: 1113P1


Track - may prefer an undulating or very undulating track: 141611P and on a RH track has won 4 
from 8 starts (LH track: 3 wins from 11 starts).



